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September 2020

Dear Friends,

How the world for all of us

-

and our priorities

- have changed since my update

Iast year. Normally, we would be eager for what Bill Cunningham called the
"Season's Starters," the array of welcome happenings bursting on to our calendars to
mark the transition from summer, grand galas as well as more intimate gatherings,
occasions to embrace a cause, and each other - sometimes multiple times in a week,
or in a single evening. well not for now, at least not as we knew it.

With this year's personal visit postponed, Allen and I are especially happy for
the regular reports we receive from Lente Roode to substitute for our firsthand
observation of life at the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre (HESC). From
previous interactions with the cheetahs, rhinos, servals and a few blue crane that we
know by name - and all the others who we simply admire - we like to believe they
miss us as much as we miss them.
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But real or
only wistful, our
connection to the
endearing animals

livingpermanently or
housed transitionally

at HESC is

more

important than ever.
And there is good and
encouraging news!

Once unimaginable, the number of rare king cheetahs born at HESC and
currently housed there has climbed to nine, and we can only imagine the delight of
seeing them interact on the lush cheetah island enabled several years ago by funding
from U.S. Friends of Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre. The worldwide count
of reported king cheetahs is only about 50, so the successful breeding at HESC of this
rare mutation is an extraordinary accomplishment.

Also, HESC has
continued its programs to
rehabilitate mature rhinos
that survive savage poaching
for their horn, and to nurture
orphaned offspring that could

not have survived on their
own in the wild.
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The only predators of these majestic and innocent animals are the greedy
poachers and dealers catering to the mindless self indulgences of seeking a trophy or
boasting rights that are shameful and should embarrass.

HESC's breakthrough medical
procedures and innovative medical
treatment of dehorned mature rhinos
combine with nurturing aftercare that
restore health and fitness. The reward

for these personal and

costly
commitments has been the return of the

rehabilitated rhinos to a natural
habitat. Of the 13 rhinos housed at
HESC at the end of 2OI8, seven have

been released and all have adapted well and some even formed new friendships,
ideally leading to new offspring and fulfilling the objective of rehabilitation of a
species that is seriously endangered. Ever alert to the source threatening the rhino
population, HESC strives to protect the released animals from further poaching by
not divulging the location of releases. However, HESC provides progress reports
showing how the released rhinos have adapted in their new homes, posting
photographs and videos on social media platforms.

Enabling breeding that perpetuates the king cheetah gene pool and rhino
rehabilitation is a fulfiIlment of U.S. Friends' conservation mission. Even though
HESC has not been open to the public because of the COVID-19 pandemic, its
important research and necessary care and treatment advance. So, operating costs
continue and the assistance provided by U.S. Friends is ever more appreciated.

in our world of New York, practicalities preclude the annual series of
parties
dinner
for 24 that became a mainstay of life for Allen and me starting in
September for each of the past 15 years. Instead, we will host more evenings with
smaller groupings of six to eight that allow social distancing for guests who are
comfortable with the precautions we will take.
Back

It remains gratifring to be a meaningful participant in addressing the natural
and manmade challenges to wildlife conservation and the many'faceted successes of
HESC.

With sincere thanks for your

st,

Heidi Roberts
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